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From Classroom
to Career:

Empowering
Futures

Drushti Dhamel's journey is a testament
to perseverance and dedication. She
was facing challenges in securing
employment due to deficiencies in
communication and computer skills
after her graduation. Upon completing
the WPR course from DBM India, Drushti
embarked on a transformative journey
of self-improvement. 
Armed with newfound skills and
confidence, she is honed her
communication abilities and mastered
essential computer skills. This opened
doors for her, leading to a promising
career in the dynamic field of HR. 
Today, she is proudly serving as a vital
member of Udhan Hospitality,
contributing her talents to the
organization's success.
Drushti's determination and
commitment have not only propelled
her towards professional success but
also inspired those around her. Drushti
has not only overcome obstacles but
has also carved out a fulfilling career
path, earning a   commendable salary of
25000 rupees per month.

Drushti
Dhamel

https://www.dbmindia.org/
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Firdos, a recent graduate, encountered
hurdles in communication but tackled
them head-on by enrolling in a BFSI course
at DBM India. Through dedicated efforts,
she honed her skills and secured a position
at Sitel India Pvt. Ltd., with a monthly
salary of Rs. 25,835. Her journey
exemplifies the transformative impact of
perseverance and targeted training. Firdos'
success narrative resonates as a beacon of
inspiration, illustrating the significance of
continual learning and self-improvement.
Her story underscores the notion that with
determination, one can surmount any
obstacle. Grateful for the support and
guidance received, Firdos extends
heartfelt appreciation to DBM India for
providing quality training and facilitating
her job placement.

Firdos

Vivek Mahadik, employed as a delivery
executive at Licious, enrolled in our ITES
course to fill a skill gap hindering his career
growth. While focused on enhancing his
technical skills, he also worked on
improving communication. Our trainers
recognized his dedication and provided
tailored support, enabling him to handle
complex tasks proficiently. Through the
course, Vivek gained a better grasp of IT
processes, enhancing his performance at
Licious. His efforts paid off with a well-
deserved promotion and a monthly salary
increase to Rs. 27,000. Vivek's journey
exemplifies how determination and
guidance can propel individuals toward
career advancement. It highlights the
importance of perseverance in overcoming
obstacles and achieving professional goals.

Vivek
Mahadik
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Ms. Deepa Sharma
Ms. Karan Shaiva
Ms. Kavita Murali 

Ms. Priya Ranjit
Ms. Neeta Mukerji 

Ms. Rashmi Haritwal 

We were honored to host all our
guests this month at DBM India,
where they witnessed firsthand
the impact of their generosity.
Their genuine interest and
encouragement left a lasting
impression on all our students,
inspiring us to continue
empowering communities
through education and skill
development.

DBM Mentors and Friends

Mr. Sharik Malik
Mr. Umesh Pujari 
 Mr. Girish Saive

Orientation 
program with
GDA students 

The event aimed at bringing
students of all courses at trombay
together, including those at
kharghar for a day filled with
learning, motivation, and team-
building exercises.
The event provided a holistic
experience for Kharghar students,
encompassing motivation, skill-
building, and teamwork .Through a
variety of activities and sessions,
attendees were inspired to pursue
their dreams with determination
and enthusiasm.
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Early Childhood
Care and

Education
Students

The ECCE students continued to
practice during their internships at
partner schools, what they learn in
the class.

Parent Teacher
Meeting at Our

Bhiwandi Centre
We recently organized a Parent-
Teacher Meeting at our center for
the Warehouse Associate Course,
ensuring a supportive
environment for the holistic
development of every child under
our care. It was heartening to see
parents actively participating,
sharing their thoughts, and
expressing their happiness
regarding their children's progress
in class. The genuine joy reflected
in their feedback reaffirmed the
importance of our collective
efforts in nurturing and educating
their children. 
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Udaan Achievers

Geeta from 10th std secured
2nd rank in 9th class and she
received the trophy 🏆.
Sumeet from 9th std got
medal 🏅  and certificate in
the International English
Olympiad.

Udaan Update

Science Fiesta at
Tech Mahindra.

Science Exhibition conducted in
Auxilium convent school. 2 of our
Students participated on behalf
of their school. 
Devyani Devshankar Jha and
Arzoo Mohammad showcased
their project model made along
with many other school
participants like Anjuman high
school, Shathaye college, Dixit jr.
College, Pahadi school etc. 

The model on "Bin Your Garbage"
presented by our students from
Auxilium Convent School earned
them the prestigious 1st Prize.

The Udaan scholars continued to
make us proud by their continued
achievements:-
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Our students enjoyed the yoga
session! 
They stretched, breathed
deeply, and relaxed. Yoga helps
them feel strong, calm, and
happy.Led by experienced
instructors, the session fostered
physical vitality, mental clarity,
and emotional balance,
equipping our students with
invaluable tools for navigating
life's challenges with resilience
and grace."

Motivation
session for our
Udaan Students
On 19th February 2024, we
conducted motivation sessions
for Udaan children, targeting 9th
and 10th-grade students.
Shamsi Hyder, our M-POWER
student achiever, served as the
teacher for the session with our
children. 
The session was highly engaging,
with children's actively
interacting with Hydar Sir, asking
questions about exam patterns,
interview experiences, and
career growth opportunities.

Harmony of
Body and Mind
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Google Pay- 9819108191 

Paytm- 9167622565

Bank Details Navasrushti International Trust
Account no. 30514869087 
IFSC Code- SBIN0001862
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To support and contribute to our projects and empower our youth and women. 
We are available on the below given platforms.

Thank you Donors for being with us every day...
"Your kindness makes a difference each time, every time"

Parent Teacher
Meeting

The DBM India team recently
organized a comprehensive
parent-teacher meeting for our
Udaan students. During this
session, we provided parents
with insightful updates on their
children's progress in our Udaan
program, along with constructive
feedback on areas where they
can further support their child's
development.

We invited Nausheen, Udaan
alumni and the top scorer in the
previous year's board exams, to
engage with our 10th-grade
students. She graciously shared
her experiences and expertise,
addressing their concern  
regarding the upcoming board
examinations.

Alumni Voices

https://www.dbmindia.org/web/donate-to-ngo/
https://www.dbmindia.org/web/donate-to-ngo/

